SUMMER DRONE CAMP
in partnership with www.wacoairmuseum.org

August 5 - 9, 2019
REGISTER BY JUNE 1 $180
REGISTER BY AUGUST 1 $200
www.wacoairmuseum.org

Grades 5-8
9 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Campers will learn about the exciting technologies and uses of drones, fly simulators and real aircraft, program flights, conduct missions, analyze airborne collected data, and complete fun challenges including aerial obstacle courses and scavenger hunts. Space is limited to 25.

Grades 9-12
1 - 4 p.m.
Campers will learn about the exciting technologies and uses of drones, careers, safety risk assessments, and concepts of operations. Plus they will fly simulators and real aircraft, program flights, build components and repair a drone, conduct missions, analyze airborne collected data, and complete fun challenges including aerial obstacle courses and scavenger hunts. Space is limited to 25.
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